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Introduction

Peacefulsettlement of disputes over interpretation and application of rules has

always been a core function within the framework of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade of 1947. This system evolved on the basis of diplomatic dispute
resolution, making use of working parties. Later, panels of experts, normally three
trade officials acting in an independent capacity, were employed. Thesepanels,
withthe assistance of the secretariat, increasingly adopted legal reasoning. The

system, however, remained to be based on a “power-oriented technique” of

modern diplomacy,and its dispute resolution could still be characterised as
diplomatic rather than legal.’ The main feature ofthe dispute settlement procedure
was that the establishment of a panel or the outcomeofa panel’s deliberations
could be blocked by the defendant orlosing party, respectively,as the establishment and the adoption of a panel report required consensus amongall parties
involved in the dispute. It was not until the Uruguay Roundandthe coming into
force of the WTOthat a more “rule-oriented” technique of modern dispute

resolution prevailed.* Since then, the nature of dispute settlement within the

GATI/WTOsystem has in fact fundamentally changed; it is no longer possible
under the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU)to blockthe establishment of
a panel. A losing party may reject the adoption of a panel report by appealingit to
the Appellate Body. Butit is not possible to block the adoption of the Appellate
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Body report. The DSU provides for the automatic adoption of reports by the
Dispute Settlement Body (DSB), unless there is consensus among all Member
States present in the meeting of the DSB to the contrary, and thus including the
winningparty. As a result, panel and Appellate Bodyreports as adopted by the
DSB amountto legally binding decisions. Indeed, the creation of the Appellate
Bodyis the most significant step in the process ofjuridification of disputesettlement in the field of international trade regulation.» Membersof the Appellate
Body are by law personswith a legal background and experience, hearing appeals
in panels of three. The appellate stage forms an integral part of the system, andit
further reinforces the legal nature and qualities of consistency, predictability and
legal security.
Indeed, the reports so far produced leave no doubtthat the approach
taken by the panels and the Appellate Body is of an essentially legal nature.
The
authority andlegitimacy oftheir decisions depend on the law and the powert
o
convince Member States that the results firmly flow from the law, and
are
consistent with the law.It requires the panels andthe Appellate Body to reason
their findings thoroughly in the light of findings and precedents set by
former
reports. The WTO two-tier system ofdispute resolution ranges among the
most
sophisticated and efficient tools on offer in contemporary international law,
and
it may be of interest to observe the relative importance of precede
nts and
principles in the WTOlegal regime. In partII, we analyse the
role which
precedents play within this two-tier system of panels and the Appella
te Body.
The WTO dispute settlement mechanism also affects the role of domesti
c and
regional courts and may even have direct implications before a national
judge.
In part III, we turn to the /egal value of WTO law and its precede
nts and
judicial decisions within domestic legal systems. Last, we need to
look at the
relationship between WTO law and the widernotion of international
law. In
part IV, we examine this relationship and the increasing incorpo
ration of
international trade law into the general international law system,
putting particular emphasis on precedents and principles created or accepted
as customary
international law or general principles of (international) law by panels
and the
Appellate Body.

Il.

WTOPrecedents within the two-tier System of Panels and
the
Appellate Body

The WTOlegal regimehaseffectively adopted the system ofdef
acto precedential effect ofprior decisions similar to that as required by Article
38(1)(d) of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice and as consequently
developed by
5
See Article 17 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Govern
ing the Settlement
of Disputes (DSU), in: The Results of the Uruguay Round of the Multila
teral Trade Negotiations:
the Legal Texts, Geneva 1995, p. 404 (hereinafter: The Legal Texts).
These texts, as well as all
panel and Appellate Bodyreports, including reports issued under
GATT 1947, can be found at
www.wto.org.
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this Court in its case law.° Accordingto that, “judicial decisions” shall be
applied as subsidiary means for the determination of the law.Strictly speaking,
the International Court of Justice itself does not observe a doctrine of precedent,’ and is not bound by a doctrine of stare decisis. Nevertheless, it essentially refers to and takes into account prior decisions, and departs from them only
if change is imperative by carefully balancing legal certainty vs. the rule of law.
The same holdstrue for adopted panel and Appellate Body reports within the
GATT/WTO system and the previous GATT 1947; they are short of legally

binding force except for the particular dispute, but have nonetheless strong

persuasive power.® Direct reference to Article 38(1)(d) and 59 of the Statute of
the International Court of Justice can be found in the case law of panels and the
Appellate Body, and the latter explicitly held that decisions “create legitimate
expectations among WTO members” in the sense that these rulings will be
followed in the future.” They thus have to be taken into consideration by
following panels dealing with the same or a similar issue. The case law so far in
fact reveals that rulings and precedents set by panels and the Appellate Body
are followed quite strictly, and considerable reliance on the value of previous

decisionsis readily discernible. Jackson concluded that “a common-law lawyer

would find himself very much at home in GATTlegal discussions!”!° We add
that today the same, by and large, is equally true for continental lawyers. In
practice, officials who have participated in dispute settlement deliberations
under GATT 1947 as well as in WTO panel and Appellate Body proceedings
have always been very influenced by precedents and have often explicitly
mentioned them in some detail. Nevertheless, panel and Appellate Body reports

do not “constitute a definitive interpretation’”’'' of an agreement. This poweris

only vested in the Ministerial Conference.'* Noris there, albeit not yet explicitly affirmed by the Appellate Body, a doctrine of stare decisis.
The only reports for which explicit provision can be found with regards to
the value as precedent are adopted panel reports under GATT 1947. Article
XVI(1) of the WTO Agreementstipulates that “the WTO shall be guided by the

decisions, procedures and customary practices followed by the contracting parties
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to GATT 1947 and the bodies established in the framework of GATT 1947.73
Thepanel in Alcoholic Beverages explicitly qualified adopted panel reports as
“Judicial decisions” within the meaning of the above quoted Article, but the
Appellate Body reversed this finding cautiously stating that they are “an impor-

tant part of the GATT acquis.”'* According to Palmeter and Mavroidis, the

Appellate Body might have feared the importation ofrigid stare decisis into the

WTOdispute resolution.'” Unadopted panel reports, on the other hand, have

without any doubt volegal status in either GATT 1947 or the WTO system. Yet,
they are not without any significance; rather,it is established in case law that“a

panel could nevertheless find useful guidance in the reasoning ofan unadopted

panelreport.”'° There are good reasonsto submit that panels and the Appellate
Body have anobligationto take into accountprior unadopted panel reports too,
and, in order to give due respectto the principle oflegalcertainty, they may be
obliged to articulate particularly good and convincing reasons when departing
{rom a previously developed line of argumentation and reasoning.
TH.

WTO Precedents and the Role of Domestic and Regional Courts

Obligations to honour commitments of WTO law anddecisionsof its dispute
settlement mechanism essentially are a matter of domestic and regional authorities. It is up to them to adjust their laws, regulations and practises and to implementrulings and precedents accordingly. This is an emanation ofthe principle
of pacta sunt servanda, and failure to do so invokesState responsibility under

WTOlaw.To the extent that the governments and parliaments fail to honour

WTO commitments, we need to examine how the WTO dispute settlement
system and its precedents affect the role of domestic and regional courts.
Rulings and precedents, in this respect, may play a prominent part in a twofold
manner, Firstly, courts may be confronted with issues already adjudicated by
panels or the Appellate Body, and such decisions maythus havedirect implications before a national judge. Theissue here is the implementation of Dispute
Settlement decisions into domestic legal systems. Secondly, courts may also be
confronted with issues where no specific decision has previously been adopted
on, and arguments exclusively rely upon treaty language, doctrine and precedents. In both circumstances, precedents can gain enormous weightas to the
potential impact on the domestic legal sphere. The fundamental question Is as
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to whatlegal value WTO precedents shall be granted in domestic legal systems.

Webriefly address the doctrines of direct effect and consistent interpretation

before turningto the issue of domestic implementation of panel and Appellate

Body decisions.!”

a)

The Doctrine of Direct Effect

The impact of WTO law as such, independently ofspecific decisions,relates, of
course, to the issue of direct effect (self-executing nature) of WTOrules.
Generally speaking, criteria for direct effect are a matter of constitutional or
statutory law, and in most countries the basic two requirementsin principle are
that i) the provision in question mustbepart of the law of the land, and 11) it

must be appropriate to confer rights on individuals.'*® The problem is well

known;in essence, approaches based on direct effect compete with traditions of
reciprocal and balanced traderelations, decoupling national and international

obligations.!*

The WTO does, at the present stage, not impose direct effect to its
Members as a matter oftreaty law,albeit its rules are of significant importance
to individual actors in international trade.*? Arguably, there is one exception.
Article XX(2) of the Agreement on Government Procurement prescribes

judicial review on the basis of that agreement.?! Whether or not WTO law
deploys direct effect, therefore is a matter for national or regional law. Present-

ly, direct effect of WTO lawis generally denied in the US as well as in the EC.

The formerclearly bars it by explicit statutory legislation, whereasin the latter,
the ECJ constantly held that GATT 1947 could not be granted direct effect, and
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it has been continuingthis line also vis-a-vis WTO law.” Therationales in

favour of this mercantilist approach generally found in the case law of the ECJ
are the “great flexibility of the provisions”, the fact that both GATT 1947 and
the WTOarestill “based on diplomacyrather than the rule of law” and the

“lack of reciprocity”.”? The ECJ only recently confirmedthis long standing
practice by explicitly stating that “the provisions of TRIPs are not such asto

create rights upon which individuals mayrely directly before the courts by

virtue of Community law.”

In essence,this attitude and approach amountsto a strategy of combining
the utmost effect of WTO law abroad with a view to foster market accessrights
while leaving traditional constitutional allocations of power at home as unimpaired as possible by preserving de facto the predominance of national and
regional rules in a domestic context by rules which, as many fear, are too

functional and do notsufficiently take into account other and equally legitimate
policy goals. Yet, from a strictly legal point of view, and applying traditional
tests for direct effect, many provisions of the covered WTO agreements (as of
the GATT 1947 before) could easily be qualified as being “appropriate to
confer rights on individuals”, as they are drafted in a clear and unambiguous
way and do not lack the necessary degree ofprecision. Interestingly enough,the
protectionist attitudes as prevailing in the US and the EC are not necessarily
shared by governments of smaller-sized trading nations. Swiss courts, for
instance, have perhaps been generally more willing than other nations’ judiciaries to recognize treaty provisionsas self-executing. They, too, have not yet
explicitly granted direct effect either to GATT 1947 or to WTO law,butit 1s
not unlikely that many provisions of the WTO agreements will be recognized as
self-executing in Swiss courts.”
2
Moreover, this approach is consistent with the view of the political branches of the
Community; preambular language in the Council Decision Implementing the Uruguay Round
explicitly qualifies WTO law as unfit for direct effect.
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The debate on direct effect does not depend on the existence andeffectiveness of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism. Yet, increasing numbers of
adjudicated issues and precedents on the international level renderthe possibility of direct effect more feasible to the effect that national courts may find
guidance in precedents and obtain assistance in applying the rules. Risks of
diverging interpretations diminish as case law grows and a system of precedents

and principles develops. The WTOdispute settlement system, in other words,

may therefore facilitate direct effect step by step in coming years. It should be
supported by addressing the matter in future negotiations with a view to bring
abouta balanceofrights and obligations among Membersto the WTO. Given
the impactof direct effect, it will be necessary to proceed at arms’ length,at
least among major trading partners, and gradually design jointly those areas
where courts may grant direct effect. Needless to say that this is a long-term
aspiration in the process of global constitution building. For the time being,
courts need to define themselves the provinces ofdirect effect within a given
legal framework, and in the light and contextoftheir respective constitutional
standing and authority.

b)

The Doctrine of Consistent Interpretation

WTOlaw deploys considerable effects in the context of the doctrine of consistent interpretation. According to this important rule, where a national rule
allows for different interpretations, national or regional law has to be construed
as far as possible in accordance with international obligations. Jurisprudence in
both the USand Switzerland’’ generally adhere to the principle of consistent

interpretion. In the EC,it was explicitly applied to GATT law and WTO Jaw.”8

The same holds true implicitly for the Swiss Supreme Court.”® In most instances, conformity in interpretation allows bridging alleged divergences between
international and domestic law. As WTO rules often are more detailed than

in: Olivier Jacot-Guillarmod/Dietrich Schindler/Thomas Cottier (eds.), EG-Recht und schweize-

rische Rechtsordnung, ZSR Beiheft 1990, p. 139, 171-80.

Charming Betsy, 2 Cranch 64 (1804).
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14 December 2000 (not yet reported), para. 47: “In a field to which TRIPs applies and in respect
of which the Community has already legislated, as is the case with the field of trade marks,it
follows from the judgement in Hermes,in particular paragraph 28 thereof, that the judicial
authorities of the MemberStates are required by virtue of Community law, whencalled upon to
apply national rules with a view to ordering provisional measures for the protection ofrights
falling within such field, to do so as far as possible in the light of the wording and purpose of

Article 50 of TRIPs.”
See the landmark decisions of the Swiss Supreme Court in which it decided that the
”

principle of international exhaustion applies to trademarksand copyrights, but not to patents for
whichit only recognized national exhaustion: BGE 122 III 469 (“Chanel”), BGE 124 III 321
(“Nintendo”), BGE 126 il 129 (“Kodak”). The Court took explicit recourse, inter alia, to the
respective Articles of the TRIPs Agreement.
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national provisions, they provide ample guidanceas to the properinterpretation
of national law. Moreover, interpreting domestic laws in conformity with
GATT/WTOprovisions avoids dualist or statutory prohibitions on courts to
base decisions on international law. The conceptcanassist all membersof the

WTOalike irrespective of their domestic concept vis-a-vis international law, be

it a monist or dualist approach. The doctrine, on the other hand, findsits
limitation in constellations where the wording and purpose of domestic law
cannot be found compatible with international obligations. It is here that the
issue of direct effect will comeinto play.
While the doctrine relates to rules and principles as such, it is evident
that a growing body of reports produced by panels and the Appellate Body
provides additional and more detailed guidance in the application oftheprinciple of consistent interpretation.

c)

Domestic Implementation of WTO Dispute Settlement Decisions

We now turn to possible direct implications of specific WTO decisionsin
domestic law.*® This is different from issues relating to the role of precedents,
of direct effect or consistent interpretation where the role and legal value of
precedents has remained controversial in domestic law. Adopted decisions of
panels and the Appellate Body are clearly legally binding upon the parties to
the dispute. In this context, the issue is not merely a matter of applying rules in
accordance andin the light of rules and precedential reports. The question is
whether governments, parliaments and courts should honour and implement
specific decisions on the consistency of specific domestic laws and regulations.
The courts are thus faced with the issue whether an individual shall be permitted to invoke a WTO decision in order to set aside domestic legislation. The

issue is controversial in domestic jurisprudence. The ECJ and the CFI, for

instance, recently had an opportunity to focus on the status of panel and Appellate Body reports in the EC legal order,*' but both took a very careful position,
“as if they were reluctant to open a Pandora’s box filled with unanswered

questions.”** So far, the ECJ and CFI havenot yet been prepared to accept any
binding legal force emanating from panel or Appellate Body reports in cases
brought before them.

30
See, on this particular question, Thomas Cottier, Dispute Settlement in the World Trade
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1998, p. 372-75; Geert A. Zonnekeyn, The Legal Status of WTO Panel Reports in the EC Legal

Order, JIEL 1999, p. 713-22; J. M. Beneyto, The EU and the WTO. Direct Effect of the New

Dispute Settlement System?, EuZW 1996, p. 295; A. Weber/F. Moos, Rechtswirkungen von
WTO-Streitbeilegungsentscheidungen im Gemeinschaftsrecht, EuZW 1999, p, 229; P. Eeckhout,
The Domestic Legal Status of the WTO Agreement: Interconnecting Legal Systems, CMLRev.
1994, p. 11, 51-55.
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Members to the WTO are bound by dispute settlement decisions as a
matter of international law (pacta sunt servand). Taking into account the
legalization of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism andits guarantees of
due process and fairness, it is submitted that domestic authorities and courts
should also be bound by panel and Appellate Body decisions as a matter of
domestic law. In principle, they should be implemented, and the courts should
refrain from applying domestic rules found be inconsistent with the decision.
As with direct effect, it may be objected that a principle of compliance — in
essence the rule of law — potentially upsets reciprocity and the balance of
powers with major trading partners which deny a domestic law principle of
compliance and leave implementation entirely to the political process. It should
be noted, however, that compliance with WTOdecisions operates under safeguards. It is open to considerations of a political question’s doctrinein the light of
the options under WTO law to temporarily grant mutually agreed compensation

or even to take into accountretaliation under Article 22 of the DSU.

Upon adoption of a report, implementation of the decision is a prime
responsibility of the political branch of government.It is in principle up to the
executive and the legislator to act in accordance with their respective competence. Decisions need to be made asto the adoption of legislation to remedy,fully

or partially, the violation of WTO law, or whether compensation shall be

offered. A last option consists in completely ignoring the report, fully or partially, and to take into account the threat and execution of potential sanctions in
accordance with Article 22(2) and (3) of the DSU.
Judicial policies of the courts need to take these options under the DSU
into account. Oneof the authors of this paper has suggested an approach asto
howthe political and judicial avenues can be interfaced.*? In short, the role of
the courts needs to be examined separately in the following constellations:
Firstly, whether courts should be bound by new implementing legislation
designed to address a WTO decision or whether they should be entitled to
review it in the light of the decision. This is arguably the most difficult constel-

lation; it goes to the heart of the matter and concernsthe proper role of domes-

tic courts vis-a-vis political branches in international economic relations.
Secondly, whether courts should suspend any findings based on a WTO decision for the period for which the parties have succeeded in negotiating compensation. Thirdly, whether courts should respect the political will to ignore the
findings of a panel or the Appellate Body, not to offer compensation andthus to
deliberately deny compliance with international law.
It seems impossible to draw a single conclusion valid forall the constellations. They are simply too different, and each of them may involve subtle

deliberations by executive andlegislative authorities which traditionally have
had the last word in external economic relations. Perhaps, two straits may be

distinguished. On the one hand, wheneverpolitical authorities articulate their
will to address a WTO dispute settlement decision, and a deliberate decision is
33
Thomas Cottier, Dispute Settlementin the World Trade Organization: Characteristics and
Structural Implications for the European Union, CMLRev. 1998, p. 372-75.
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made howto proceed, judicial branches should take such will into account and,
in principle, refrain from applying a WTOdecision. This option also includes
the acceptanceofsurchargetariffs in accordance with a WTOruling.If, on the
other hand, the outcome of an adopted WTOreportis deliberately ignored,
delayed and followed bypolitical inaction without arriving at a policy decision
one wayor the other, courts indeed mayplay a crucial role in compelling
political organs to deal thoroughly with the matter and cometo a decision. This
constellation may be described as remedyinga flagrant violation of international law, and courts should protect citizens and operators from denial of
justice. It is in such constellations that courts should no longer apply domestic
rules and measures inconsistent with a WTO decision, and individuals should
be allowed to rely on panel or Appellate Body reports before national judges.
The different options under the DSU for implementation clearly were
not made with a view to domestic judicial enforcement of decisions. The role of
courts, again, should be addressed in future negotiations, and the system of
enforcement should consider their proper role. It should set out minima!standards for domestic review and address legitimate safeguards. As a basis, it
would be necessary to reinforce a prime obligation of adjusting laws and
practices found inconsistent with WTO obligations.
IV.

WTOPrecedents and their Relationship to General Public
International Law

The relationship between international trade law and general public international law was largely buried throughoutthe life of the GATT 1947 which
existed as a self-contained system.It was not integrated into the wider body of
international law, and academic writings largely ignored this field of international economic law. The law ofinternational trade regulation developedits
own features to deal with legal problems. Indeed, it was only very seldom that
panels made recourse to substantive and procedural contents of international
law, and, albeit using interpretative methods commonto international lawyers,
panels were not inclined to make explicit reference to the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties when interpreting GATTprovisions. Upto thefirst
environmentally related disputes,” there were no serious implications for the
wider corpus of international law by legal findings of GATT panels. Or, where
they emerged, the adoption of the reports could be blocked. The common
perception of the two systems simply wasas not havingparticular implications
for each other.
The expansion of subject-matter during the Uruguay Roundand the
coming into force of the WTO haschangedthe relationship. The interconnections between trade regulation and general international law is of an increasing
significance.
#
See, in particular, the two Tuna/Dolphin panel rulings: US — Restrictions on Imports of
Tuna (1991), 30 I.L.M. 1594 (1991), and US — Restrictions on Imports of Tuna (1994), 33 I.L.M.
839 (1994). Both reports were not adopted.
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Building a Stronger Relationship

The emergence of wider recognition and acceptance of the WTO system
essentially depends on a threefold development: The expansion of coverage, the
effective dispute settlement and the attraction of WTO law enforcementfor
linking trade and other regulatory issues.

Firstly, with the conclusion of the Uruguay Round, new subject matters

have come under the umbrella of the WTO, and the body ofinternational trade

regulation has considerably expanded. The General Agreement on Trade in

Services (GATS) has comprehensive coverage and comprises essentially all
sectors, subject to a numberof exceptions. For telecommunications, it introduced evenfirst and sectoral standards on anti-trust.*° Similarly, the Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs), entailing the
most advanced set of substantive and procedural standards for all forms of

intellectual property rights, introduced a field into WTO trade regulation of a

new quality: Other than traditional GATTrules, it prescribes positive standards
which, moreover, are linked to agreements administered by another international organization (WIPO). In addition, Understandings and revised and new
agreements have also expanded the scope of rights and obligations which
resulted from the Tokyo Round. Particularly, we recall the Agreement on
Agriculture, the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing, the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, the Agreement on Safeguards and the
plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement. In manyfields, the rules
have also grown moredetailed and do notdiffer in normative quality from rules
in domestic or European law. Secondly,it is the fully-fledged dispute settlement and enforcement mechanism under the WTO which has becomea prime
forum.** It is playing an active role in providinga basis for the development of
international law, both procedural and substantive, through interpretation of
international agreements and judicial refinement of general concepts and
doctrines. Ample opportunity to do so exists. As of 1 February 2001, 223
requests for consultations (171 distinct matters) have been made, and 93 panels
have been formally established (70 distinct matters) since the cominginto force

of the WTO in 1995.*” Increasingly, panels and the Appellate Bodyarecalled

upon to rule on trade-related issues. The mandatory nature of dispute settlement
does not longer allow to avoid complex issues. Moreover, the expansion of
coverage increasingly affects other areas of international law, and many would
fear that what may becalled a “fatal attraction” of WTO impairs the realization
of other and equally important policy goals. The debate on trade and environment is a case in point. Finally, the effectiveness of WTO dispute settlement
and enforcementtends to attract the inclusion ofother areas andpolicy goals in
order to improve effectiveness and enforcement. Trade regulation has become
35
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a primetoolof foreign policy as other avenuesareless effective or not available. Future and controversial linkages of trade and humanrights again are an
example in point. The combination ofall this renders a full and mutual integration of WTO andotherareas ofinternational law indispensable.
According to Article 2 of the DSU, panels and the Appellate Body are
granted competence to resolve disputes arising “under the covered agreements”.
This meansthat, unless specifically agreed to, jurisdiction to assess rights and

obligations is limited to assess the WTO instruments, and the jurisdictionis

essentially limited to interpret and apply the provisions of the covered agreements. It does not extend to fully interpret and apply rights and obligations
outside this jurisdiction. However, there often is an obvious need to assess the
scope and implications of legal provisions, general principles and doctrines
which havetheir origin outside the WTO legal system. From the point of view
of WTOlaw,they are taken into account on a different and auxiliary level and
may only be interpreted incidentally. From the point of view of other fora in
international law, on the other hand, the question arises whether such interpretations and decisions shall be respected, or whether they should be denied, from
their perspective, any legal force at all. Is the WTO dispute settlement
mechanism, acting through panels and the Appellate Body, authorized to create
precedents in the field of general international law? Wethinkso. Firstly, rulings
and precedents are facts of life which are introduced into the body of international law by mere existence. Secondly, from a legal point of view, they are
relevant in the process of interfacing different instruments. Case law shows
considerable nuances to which we now turn.

b)

Creation and Mutual Recognition of Precedents and Principles

Panels and the Appellate Body have a certain experience in reviewing the
application and interpretation of other agreements. For instance, it was necessa-

ry to look into the U.S. Canadian Automobile Pact*® and the Lomé Convention

in order to make an objective assessment ofrights and obligations under WTO
law. With respect to the latter, the Appellate Body explicitly held that “we have
no alternative but to examine the provisions of the Lomé Convention ourselves
in so far as it is necessary to interpret the Lomé waiver.”*’ As in the examination of domestic and regional law, these sources of law maybetreated closer to
questions of fact than law.*° Ratherthan interpreting such rules, it is a matter of
asking whether a defendantparty is in a position to provide sufficient evidence
38
Canada — Certain Measures Affecting the Automotive Industry, WT/DS139/R and
WT/DS142/R, 11 February 2000.
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EC — Regime for the Importation, Sale and Distribution of Bananas, WT/DS27/AB/R,9

September 1997, para. 167.
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With respect to judicial review of domestic law, see, for instance, Thomas Cottier/Krista
Nadakavukaren Schefer, The Relationship between World Trade Organization Law, National and
Regional Law, JIEL 1998, p. 86-87; US — Sections 301-310 of the Trade Act of 1974,
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as to the proper interpretation and application of domestic rules.*! It seems quite

correct from a legal policy point of view that the appropriate standard of review
in such cases1s a rather deferential one, and Members andsignatories shall be

granted considerable leeway in interpreting their own law and other international agreements. Panels and the Appellate Body should respectthe interpretation given and should only interfere in the process of unilateral interpretation of
such an agreementby the defending party if its interpretation cannot be considered to be within reasonable bounds. This limited standard of review may
coincide with the doctrine of abuse ofrights. In this context, this doctrine
serves to assure that national laws and other international agreements are not

merely used to provide disguised economic protectionism to domestic produ-

cers short of pursuing a legitimate policy goal.
The approach and the standard of review is different when facing more
universally valid agreements which belong to the core of international law. The
Vienna Convention on the Law ofTreaties is a prominentcase in point. Articles
31 and 32 thereof express, and haveattained the status of, rules of customary
international law to which explicit reference is made in Article 3(2) of the DSU.
Both panels and the Appellate Body constantly refer to the language of Articles

31 and 32.** Indeed,jurisprudence in this field is becoming quite extensive, and

the Appellate Body has not hesitated to actively shape the methodsandelements of interpretation.” In doing so, panels and the Appellate Body interpret
these rules de novo, looking for guidance in the case law of other judicial
bodies and particularly, of course, of the International Court of Justice. Vice
versa, the growing body of jurisprudence of panels and the Appellate Body
provides a rich source for other fora to look for guidance at and equally con-

tributes to the further developmentofprinciples of treaty interpretation.

Interfacing WTO law and other international agreements does not
remain without potential conflicts. It does not take a legal mind to detect
constellations in which it seems impossible to bring WTOlaw,atleast at first
sight, into compliance with other international agreements. Such constellations
may happen,for instance,in the field of the protection of the environment.
There are many Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) which make,
and rightly so, use of trade instruments.*° In essence, these agreements often
authorise national or regional governments to impose importrestrictions in a
a
See India — Patent Protection for Pharmaceutical and Agricultural Chemical Products,
WT/DS50/AB/R, 19 December 1997.
ae
See, for instance, US — Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline,
WT/DS2/AB/R, 20 April 1996,para. 3.12.
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field of particular goods. The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (BSP) may
provide anillustrative example.*° This Protocol essentially regulates importation andtradein genetically modified organisms. It provides ample powers and
discretion to governments to enacttrade restrictions in this field with a view to
protect biodiversity. There are potential tensions with the TRIPs Agreement.and
the TBT Agreement, and potentially also with Article Iil of the GATT as
production and process methods (PPMsas opposed to product standards) are
not presently recognised within the conceptof like products, and Article XX of
the GATT. There are also potential overlaps and tensions with the Agreement
on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement) as coverage of
Living Modified Organisms cannot be excluded to the extent that they pose a
risk to human, animal and plant health. With respect to the relationship between
the SPS Agreement and the BSP, the precautionary principle may beofparticular interest. Both agreements stipulate the principle; however, the respective
requirements are termed in different manners.*’ Interfacing these instruments
will not be easy. It is submitted that the Protocol should be respected under
Article XX(g) GATT, subject to abused applications for the purpose of
economic protectionism. As to more specialized agreements, it is likely to be
necessary to review both the Protocol and these instruments in future and joint
negotiations of the international organizations and fora concerned.
General principles of law and principles of international law, we are
reminded by panels and the Appellate Body, are valid for the WTO and form
the basis of the relations between and among WTO Members. The Appellate
Bodyclearly stated: “The chapeau of Article XX [of the GATT 1947] is, in
fact, but one expression of the principle of good faith. This principle, at once a
general principle of law and a generalprinciple of international law, controls

the exercise of rights by states.”** Therefore, beside interpreting international

agreements and domestic and regional law, panels and the Appellate Body may
be faced also with the question whether an invoked principle has attained the
status of customary international law or that of a general principle of law as
recognized by majorlegal systems. For example,it is still equivocal whether
the precautionary principle has crystallized into a general principle of customary international law or not. The Appellate Body wasin fact confronted with this
question, but avoided to explicitly rule on the issue: “Whether it has been
widely accepted by Membersas principle of general or customary international law appears less than clear. We consider, however, that it is unnecessary,

and probably imprudent, for the Appellate Bodyin this appeal to take a position

on this important, but abstract, question.’”? Albeit the cautious language, there

seems to belittle doubt, at least in our view,that panels and the Appellate Body
46
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will not deny their competence to rule on such an question if a specific dispute
requires an explicit answer thereto. From a practical point of view, there will be
constellations in which it will be necessary to rule as to whether an invoked
principle has attained the status of customary international law or whetheritis
to be qualified as a general principle of law. Such a decision by a panel or the
Appellate Body then will not only bind the parties to the dispute. It will conse-

quently become part of WTO law and, moreover, have implications for the

broaderfield of international law. The situation is not different from other
major fields of international law, such as the law of the sea. Andit is not

different from other courts of international law,in particular the International

Court of Justice, or regular or ad hoc courts of arbitration the findings of which
add to the rich body of international law precedents.

V.

Conclusions

The transformation of predominantly diplomatic dispute resolution under
GATT 1947 into a fully-fledged system of legal and compulsory dispute
settlement under the WTO has profoundly changed the role and impact of WTO

law in international law. The relationship between WTO law,regional and

national law still is left to traditional precepts and controlled by constitutional

law. We observe the emergence of a common and widely shared doctrine of
consistent interpretation. Asto direct effect, and domestic implementation of
adopted reports, Members to the WTO need to shape their own judicial policies. Yet, a broader and more comprehensive regulatory system will be necessary to be developed in future negotiations which interfaces global, regional and
national levels of law and judicial control in a meaning and balanced manner.
The expansion of WTO law both in coverage and effectiveness givesraise to a
new and long overdue integration of international trade regulation into the body
of general international law — and vice versa. The very fact of intensive dispute

settlement activities within the umbrella of the WTO considerably addsto the

body of international law andits evolution. A nuanced approachin case law is
emerging with respect to mutual co-ordination of different international agreements, all pursuing legitimate policy goals. Recourse to general principles of

law and customary international law principles will further assist in achieving

the goal of developing a more coherentlegal international order.

